SCHOOLWIDE SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING SOLUTION ROOTED IN LEARNING TO
PRACTICE LOVE IN ACTION
Imagine the humanity of tomorrow, based on a system of trust and respect, where organizations are led
with honesty, resolving conflicts with empathy and humility; where we are taught to forgive; where we
express our concern for one another through solidarity and caring actions; where we celebrate being
vulnerable; where we extend our compassion to share our suffering; where we communicate clearly and
candidly; where we value patience as we understand that important things take time; where we practice
gratitude for all the small daily joys; where our liberation is tied to each other’s, and where we never lose
hope and use it as a guiding light through life’s journey.
This is the future that the Lovescaping solution envisions by transforming schools into places
where we systematically learn to practice love in action by teaching the behaviors accompanied
with each one of Lovescaping’s pillars. We need a new way, a Lovescaping way!
Lovescaping Framework and Pillars results in the mastery of CASEL’s core competencies.

WHAT MAKES LOVESCAPING UNIQUE?
Our systematic approach is rooted in the belief that an SEL
initiative doesn’t work without transforming teacher's
mindsets. We recognize that to change mindsets, we need
to touch hearts. Teachers need to feel, breathe and live
Lovescaping in order to embody and model Lovescaping
for their students.
Lovescaping uses Backwards Planning and is Objective Driven.
Students become collaborative, responsible, problem-solver
Lovescapers who build a just world.
Through experiential, project-based and service learning,
students experience and practice the pillars of Lovescaping.

Lovescaping is aligned with the most up-to-date brain
science research on teaching and learning, the neuroscience
of education and best practices around trauma-informed
care, ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences) and secure
attachment theory.
Lovescaping involves everyone in the learning community and is made up of the following components:
Lovescaping Curriculum
Step-by-step.
Easy to implement.
Online on Nearpod &
Engaging.
Inclusive.
Differentiated.
Project-Based and
Service Learning.
Circles.

Lovescaping Coach
Provides ongoing and
ad-hoc side-by-side
coaching and modeling.
Transforms hearts to
shift teacher mindset.
Train the Trainer Model.

Behavioral and Discipline Model based on Lovescaping
Protocols.
Restoring Lovescaping Circles.
Professional Development
Modeling for teachers and
administrators.

Parent Workshops
Book.
Workbook.
Bilingual.

Transform your learning community from fear-based to love-based!
Contact us today to set up a 30-min meeting to learn more about how
Lovescaping can be tailored to meet the needs of your learning community!
Irene Greaves | 267-506-4086 | irenegreaves@lovescaping.org | www.lovescaping.org

